Points total 100
Req. to pass 85
_______________________________________________________

Green

Points

Heelwork with attention
on handler for 5 paces
25
Recall (no WAIT)
25
Sit for 10s by handler
25
Down for 10s by handler
25
_______________________________________________________

Blue

Points

Heelwork with attention
on handler for length of hall
25
Recall with WAIT for 5 paces
25
Sit for 30s by handler
25
Down for 30s by handler
25
_______________________________________________________

Orange

Points

Heelwork - with attention on handler
for length of hall +1 about-turn
Recall with WAIT - for half length of hall
Sit for 30s - handler 2 paces from dog
Down for 30s - handler 2 paces from dog

25
25
25
25

Red

Points

Heelwork - with attention on handler
for length of hall + 1 about-turn + 1 left-about-turn
20
Recall with WAIT - for length of hall
20
Play retrieve
20
Sit for 30s - handler half way across hall
20
Down for 30s - handler half way across hall
20
_______________________________________________________

Black
Heelwork - with attention on handler
for 1 circuit of hall inc. turns and stops
Recall with WAIT - for length of hall
with SIT in front of handler
Retrieve - with SIT in front of handler
Down stay - 1 min out of sight
Sit stay - 2 min in sight

Points

20
20
20
20
20

_______________________________________________________

Purple

Points

Heelwork – off lead around obstacles and food
to include:
2 x right turn, 2 x left turn, 2 x about-turn,
2 x left about-turn, 2 x halt with Sit,
2 x halt with Down
“A” Recall
Retrieve – dog to retrieve 3 x dumbells.
(Must be delivered as Black test)
Down stay – 3 min out of Sight
Sit stay – 1 minute Out of sight

20

20
20
20
20

Pulling

Bronze: Dog to enter through doorway without pulling owner – must wait while door is
opened.
Silver: As above and walk towards a dog and handler without pulling
Gold: Dog to sit with another handler while owner leaves the room
Platinum: Different handler to pass Silver test.

Skateboard

Bronze: Dog to stand 2 feet on skateboard on command (can be on mat)
Silver: As above plus dog to be guided along while staying on skateboard (not on mat)
for at least 3s
Gold: As Bronze plus dog to push skateboard along for at least 12ft
Platinum: Dog to push skateboard 6ft one way, then turn and push 6 ft back.

Jumping up (only one command allowed)

Bronze: Dog to sit/down and wait while someone approaches handler and chats
Silver: Dog and handler to walk past other pedestrian (towards each other)
Gold: Person acting silly (waving arms around) is approached by handler and dog who
walk past and ignore decoy person
Platinum: Handler and dog to walk past another handler and dog.
Tested dog to walk past without moving toward decoy pair.

Stool/dish (no food allowed)
Bronze: Dog to put front feet on stool on command
Silver: Dog to take at least 2 steps with back feet on command
Gold: Dog to rotate round stool in line with owner on command
Platinum: Dog does full rotation both ways, then bows at the end.
1 command allowed for each. Handler standing still.

Stays with distractions
Bronze: Dog to sit/down next to food (food to be within reach of dog) while
owner walks round dog
Silver: Dog to sit/down while ball is bounced by another person
Gold: Dog to sit/down while 3 articles (or food) are thrown across the room
Platinum: Same as Gold plus other person to call dog

Recall with distractions
(Distance at least 10 paces – dog to sit in front of handler)
Bronze: Dog to be recalled past distraction (e.g. ball being bounced or food thrown)
Silver: Dog to be recalled past a row of stationery dogs
Gold: 2 recalls
1. Dog to be recalled past dog playing with owner
2. Past decoy person
Platinum: Dog to be recalled past 5 bowls of food.

In the Box:
Bronze: Dog to Stand in box
Silver: Dog to Stand then Sit in box
Gold: Dog to Stand then Sit the Down in box
Platinum: Dog to do length of hall recall with Sit + Down in box half way.

On the Box:
Bronze: Dog to Sit on the box
Silver: Dog to Sit then Down on the box
Gold: Dog to Sit then Down the Twist and Spin on the box
One command for each activity
Platinum: Owner to sit and send dog away to box then Sit, Down, Twist, Spin on box.
Box to be at least 5 ft away.

Stays:
Bronze:

Silver:

Gold:

Platinum:

Extra commands are allowed
1 minute DOWN
30s
SIT
10s
STAND
2 minute DOWN
1 minute SIT
20s
STAND
2 minute DOWN out of sight
2 minute SIT
30s
STAND
5 minute out of sight DOWN
1 minute out of sight SIT
45 s out of sight STAND

Heelwork: (Food is allowed in Bronze)
Bronze:

Heelwork on lead around the hall with halts and about-turns
Heelwork down hall weaving through cones

Silver:

Heelwork on lead around the hall with halts and about-turns and
left turns
Off-lead heelwork around hall and weaving through cones.
Handler and dog to Heel past at least 2 other dogs without being
distracted.

Gold:

Off lead heelwork with straight sits and change of pace.
Dog spins at the side while in motion.
Walk 5 paces forward and then 3 straight paces back

Platinum:

Off lead heelwork to include:
3 x left turns, 3 changes of pace, 3 x left about-turns.
Ball/food being thrown by decoy person.

Retrieve:
Bronze: Dog to bring article back to handler. Article should be given to handler.
Item not to be dropped on floor.
Silver:

Handler throws article, dog brings it back and presents it to the handler in
Stand or Sit

Gold:

Dog to wait at handler’s side then retrieve 3 articles placed at a distance and
present each to handler in Stand or Sit

Platinum: Dog to place ball through hoop.

Activity:
Bronze:

Call dog over 2 jumps - dog sits in front of handler

Silver:

Call dog over 2 jumps + through hoop - dog sits in front of handler.
Spin & twist in front of handler
3ft long jump

Gold:

Call dog over one jump that is 2 ft off centre
5ft long jump - 3ft for small dog

Platinum: 2 x 6 jumps in a row:
once calling the dog over jumps
once sending dog away over jumps
Send dog over suitable long jump

Clicker:
Bronze: Dog to go and touch an object at least 5 feet away.
Silver: Dog at side of handler, both handler and dog reverse 3 paces in a straight line.
Dog to watch handler for min.10 seconds.
Gold:

Dog facing handler then dog to reverse at least 3 paces with handler standing
still.
Dog facing handler - when handler moves Left/Right so does dog.

Platinum: 1 x paw touch on each of handlers feet
1 x flat
1 x Bow
Only 1 command allowed for each activity

Distance Control:
Bronze: Send dog away to mat and dog lies down/sit, handler not moving
(mat at least 3 metres away)
Silver: Handler at least 2 paces from dog - Sit-Down-Sit
Gold:

Recall with DOWN half-way.

Platinum: Away, through hoop into box with Sit and Down in box. Then stand on 2 stools.
Sit-Down-Sit at least 5 feet away. Return to handler.

Recalls:
Bronze: Recall - facing dog - dog to sit straight in front of handler (at least 10 paces)
Silver: Recall with back to dog - dog to come round to front of handler and sit straight
(at least 10 paces).
Gold:

Recall with back to dog, dog to come round to front of handler and STAND in
front NO sit.

Platinum: 3 x perfect Recall with Finish.
1 with Sit in front,
1 with Down in front,
1 with Stand in front.
NO voice commands.

Dual Dog:
Bronze: Heel 2 dogs the length of the hall – one on either side.
Dogs to be close to leg on either side with loose leads
Silver: Both dogs to Sit-Down-Sit simultaneously
Gold:
Recall both dogs simultaneously to Sit at heel on either side of handler.
Platinum: Choose any other Platinum to do with another dog

Dog swap: (Borrow another person's dog)
Bronze: Heelwork on lead around the hall with halts and about-turns
Heelwork down hall weaving through cones
Silver: Recall - facing dog - dog to sit straight in front of handler (at least 10 paces)
Gold:
Dog to enter through doorway without pulling owner – must wait while door
is opened.
Platinum: Send dog away to mat and down then up sit, handler not moving
(mat at least 3 metres away)

Flat ( must have head and legs flat)

Bronze: Can be lured and next to you.
Silver: Handler must stand up, no food, one voice command.
Gold:
As silver two paces away.
Platinum: As silver across the hall.

Beg (in bronze no paws on hands)

Bronze: Can be lured and next to you.
Silver: Handler must stand up, no food, one voice command.
Gold:
As silver two paces away.
Platinum: As silver across the hall.

Spin and Twist (one of each)

Bronze: Can be lured and next to you.
Silver: Handler must stand up, no food, one voice command.
Gold:
As silver two paces away.
Platinum: As silver across the hall.

Tunnel (must go all the way through)
Bronze:
Silver:
Gold:
Platinum:

Jumps
Bronze:
Silver:

Dog can be held at one end
Dog to go through unaided (can sit and wait)
Handler to stand 5ft from tunnel
Dog to go through tunnel then back again

Dog to sit and wait, then called over 3 jumps and sit in front
Dog to sit and wait, then called over 2 jumps, down on mat then called over
2 more jumps
Gold:
As silver with twist + spin on mat (instead of down)
Platinum: Dog to sit and wait, then called over 3 jumps, down on mat then over 3 jumps
and sit in front, then sent over long jump.

New Challenges

(No food allowed)

Board walk:

Easy
Walk over 4 boards of various sizes and include:
Sit + Down + Spin/Twist
Hard
All of the above but with owner sitting.

Tile
Dog front feet on tile and dog rotates full circle – owner standing still.

Wobble board
Easy
Dog to Sit/Stand/Down in centre of board with owner standing still (in that order)
Hard
Dog to Twist and Spin – repeat twice with owner standing still

Hoop

Easy
Dog to be sent round hoop and through then sit straight in front of owner.
Distance to be at least 20 paces
Hard
Dog to be sent round hoop, wait before passing through and push large ball to owner's
feet.
Distance to be at least 20 paces

Weave

Dog to weave through poles with owner standing still.
(Speed not an issue)

Retrieve
Dog to retrieve 3 toys and put them in toy box then sit straight in front of owner.

Jumps
Easy

Send dog over jump and Down on a mat.
Distance at least 20 paces (between owner and mat)
Hard
Send dog over jump and retrieve toy.
Dog to return over jump and sit straight in front of owner
(dog to hold toy until told to release)
Distance at least 20 paces (between owner and toy)

Heelwork

Off lead past food and toys. Include Halt + about-turn + Left about-turn.

Stays

Dog to sit/down while owner sits. 2 other dogs to be walked round the staying dog.
Dog and owner to be at least 20 paces apart. (No extra commands)

